University Recognizes Need for Greater Coordination in Attracting Students

That the University has recognized the growing need for a greater coordination in its attempt to interest the better type of student was stated recently in an address by Theodore J. Grayson, Director of the Evening School, "The Committee on Preparatory Schools," he said, "is doing every effort, through its Secretary, Mr. Edward W. Maltz, to have at least one representative from each state in the metropolitan area fully and adequately informed of the work of this committee."

The first few weeks are six weeks of reaching the schools, namely, the boys and girls studying through their various clubs, the alumni through the School Committee of the General Alumni Society, the Trustees through the underwriting of Honorary be-
given upon David Masters of private schools, the School of Education through the teachers, and the Collegiate through the work of the College. And, lastly, the Graduate School through the various courses of study offered by masters and teachers of local secondary schools.

These dialects prove markedly inad-

icate because there was no coordination of the efforts of the University. Fund instituted a thorough in- 

vestigation and investigation of the dire- 

mion of Mr. Curtis F. Morgan also ap- 

peared to be in order of considering all the above-mentioned methods of communicating 

with the thousands of a general class.

Continued on Page Three
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WE ON OUR SHOULDER

As one goes upon his daily rounds about the campus, he hears fellow students complaining about various existing conditions. Many of these complaints are not without ground and many of the casual suggestions for bettornent have certain practical value. Unfortunately, both are usually swept under the rug by Other fellow students. We have gone to the students, the proper authorities. THE PENNSYLVANIAN is interested in the recommendations that are given, for it is the principal reason why the complaints are not recorded not the slow progress made upon them.

Many men fail to realize that there is open to them an entirely new and effective way of bringing any complaint or grievances in the attention of the proper authorities. THE PENNSYLVANIAN invites communications upon any subject, in general interest to the undergraduates, and although they need not be anonymous, the editor will be willing upon request. The Pennsylvania editors are only too glad to receive communications that might make for improvement. It has always been the policy of THE PENNSYLVANIAN to investigate without partiality or prejudice any matter in which the welfare of the University is involved. Recent follow-up articles, published to explain what steps have been taken to improve certain conditions commented on in earlier columns, furnish proof that our efforts are sometimes fruitful.

It is only natural that young men thrown together should seem to detect certain evils and who should publish places where there is need for improvement, for that is not apparent to the editors of THE PENNSYLVANIAN. We would like to hear of them and bear any suggestions that our readers may have for effecting improvement generally whether it be in the undergraduate or around the campus, or as the columns of this paper. We seek your cooperation in our effort to promote the welfare of the University.

EDUCATION AS AN ALUMNI BOND

The announcement that the University will extend its service to alumni to include important educational features has been an extensive one. A glance at the progress of the University may have the full benefits of discoveries and developments in those particular fields and of their own. To accomplish this end, the University plans to employ many different channels providing a variety of forms in which the alumnus may have for effecting improvement generally whether it be in the undergraduate or around the campus.

It has been said that, although a University training may be the diploma授予, but the University training and yet, it would seem that it might have a future place in the chosen field after graduation. No broad-minded person will dispute the value of University training, and yet, it would seem that it might have a future place in the chosen field after graduation. The atmosphere of the University should provide the value of University training, and yet, it would seem that it might have a future place in the chosen field after graduation.

One of the most effective measures in the promotion of this plan is that the student himself will be encouraged to take part in the educational service. The plan of the University is to employ its students in the educational service. The plan of the University is to employ its students in the educational service. The plan of the University is to employ its students in the educational service.

Although the idea of a plan for effecting improvement, that is not apparent to the editors of THE PENNSYLVANIAN, we would like to hear of them and bear any suggestions that our readers may have for effecting improvement generally whether it be in the undergraduate or around the campus, or as the columns of this paper. We seek your cooperation in our effort to promote the welfare of the University.

THE PENNSYLVANIAN invites communications upon any subject, in general interest to the undergraduates, and although they need not be anonymous, the editor will be willing upon request.
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While you may always think twice before reaching for that trolley strap,

MEYERS MAKE GLOVES

OBTAINABLE

AT MOST GOOD SHOPS

MEYERS MAKE GLOVES

Why will you be pleased with our selection of exclusive fabric for spring and summer clothes. Best Suited in the City at $5.50 to $30. Smartness and Style in every garment and at moderate prices.

Have we make you clothes and they will always be right in quality and fit, and at a price only slightly higher than ready-made.

PYLE & INNES

LOADING COLLEGE TAILORS

1115 WALNUT ST.
NOTICES

Handball—Every blank for second annual handball tournament may be had on application at courts. The tournament is open to all students enrolled in the University.

Gym Credits—All students taking Physical Education are commonly required to account themselves particularly with the second paragraph under "Making Up Credits" on page 9 of the book of regulations of the department. The rule will be rigidly enforced from date. Books may be obtained at the office.

Class Record—All seniors report at 6 a.m. P.M. today. Absences will affect standing in competition.

Lacrosse—Practice today at 2 P.M. and Freshmen at 5 P.M.

Glee Club—Meeting of Key Men of the Glee Club today at 4:30 P.M. in the Trilogy Room, Houston Hall.

Man About Towne Club—Meeting Tuesday, March 5, at 1:30 P.M. in the Pennsylvania Triangle Office.

Punch Brawl—Important matters in the Albany and University basketball programs will be discussed.

Seniors—Have your Class Record picture taken at Zoskey's this week.

Luzerne County Club—All members are requested to be present at the west end of the Big Triangle Friday, March 8, at 1 P.M., in order to have club picture taken.

Luzerne County Club—Important meeting will be held in the same location on March 5 at 5 P.M., in Houston Hall. Room number will be posted on bulletin board in Houston Hall.

Gym Towers—The following men report in the Y.M.H.A., Broad and Pine Streets, Tuesday at 12:30 P.M. for a meet with Temple University: Erickson, Gardner, Besettler, Kramer, Kuchinsky, Lewin, Krueger, McCalla, Mandler, Black, Battery. Krueger and Kuchinsky will be the Bed & Blue representatives.

Water Polo—All water polo men report at 5:30 P.M. Freshman swimming—The following men report at pool today for meet with West Philadelphia High School:

The Four Piece Sport Coat—Established

THE FAVORITE OF A NATION

BEECH-NUT

CHEWING-GUM

IT'S THE FLAVOR THAT COUNTS

Beech-nut Quality

HAS NO EQUAL